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A graph G which iit n-connected (but not (I! I)-connected) is defined ro be k-xitical if for 
every S 6; V(G), where f S i d k. the connectivity of G -I S is h - /S ia We will say that G is an 
(n*,k*) graph if G is n-conneckxt (b:lt nat (n t Itconnected) and k-crirical (hut not (k c l)- 
criticaf). This initurl study of k-critical graphs is concerned with the problem of determining the 
values of R and k for which there rxrsts an (n *, k ‘) graph. 
The connectivity X = X(G) of a graph G (finite, undirected, without loops or 
multiple edges) is the minimum number of vertices whose removal results in a 
disconnected graph or (if 0 is the complete graph on I vertices, denoted K,) results 
in the trivial graph K,. Graph G is called n-camtected if X(C) 35 n, and G wiii bc 
calted it +-cclon~c& if X(G) =E n. 
As defined in [I, p. X26], a graph 0 is calicd cri&al if for each vertex u in G one 
has X(G - u) = X(G) - 1. We generalize this as follows. A It k-connected graph G 
is k-witicid if whenever S is a vertex set with / 5 1 d k one has X(G - S j = n - 1 S ). 
That is, every vertex set of size at melt k is contained in a cut&t or a trivializing set 
with n elements. Cali G a k ‘-ctifica! graph if it is k-critical and not (k + l)-critical. 
A O*-critical graph is one which is ncd critical. If G is n*-connected and k *-critical, 
it will be cakd a (n*, k *) graph. 
For example, it is not hard to show that any cycle C (I * 4) is (2’, I*), and any 
wheel W, (;c ZB 5) is (Y’* t “),, Atso, the join, which was intro 3uced by Zykov [8] and is 
defined by Hamy f3, p. %I], of C, and .&+ denoted C, f &.+ is QJ*, 1,) when 
p < t and is @*, 2*) when p = z. The graphs G6 = C4 f ff, and _F of Fig. 1 a-e 
(4*, 2*), and Keg is (B *, ti*). 
gn a~ ea&er paper [“i] one of us made a conjec!tsr;E ?ho:ll[ partitioning 
n-connected gaphs inta connected pieces. The research reported in :he present 
* $%is work ~8% supported by the U.S. Fhqy Resezwh and Dcurtopment Adminirrtration (ERDA) 
w&r -tract Na. A’&&-1)-7N9. 
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Fig. 1. Examples of (4*, 2’) graphs. 
pqw stemmed from the realization that if 2-cr,itical graphs 
raphs) existed, then this collection of graphs would be likely 
(other thlarr complete 
to contain counterex- 
amples to the conjecture. Indeed, 2-critical graphs do exist, and in Section 4 we 
state the conjecture and give a counterexample. 
ence of (n *, k *) graphs 
Suppose G has p a n f 2 vertices and is n *-connected (n B l), Since one can 
clearly ielect a set T of p - n vertices uch that (T), the subgraph induced by T, is 
connecred, there is a set of n vertices, namely V(G) - T, which’ is not a cutset. 
Conseq,uently one has the following. 
Propdtion 2.1. The only (n *, n*) graph is M,,l. 
Let GZn be the graph with vertex set V(&) = {I,&. . .‘, 2n) which contains all 
edges except edges (1, n + l), (2, II + Z), . . .,(n, 218). That is, Gz, is the graph 
obtained from Kz, by deleting the edges of a matching. 
Ppepasitioar 2.2. Gz,,,: is ((2n)*, n *). 
Proof. Clearly G 2m+2 is (2a)+-connected. Letting S = {1,2,. . ., n + l), Ga,+2 - S is 
a n-cmmcted graph (isomorphic to It&+,). Thus Gzlr+) is not (n -h 1)critical. To 
show that GZnc2 is n-critical, let S be any se< of at most n vertices of G2n+2. Select 
i E V4Gtn+2)- S such that i + n c 1 E Ff/(G&- S. Since the degree of i in 
6 T*+E - S is 2n - 1 S I9 G2n+2- S is (2n - 1 S I)-connected. That is, G2n+z is A*- 
criticat. 
2.3. If G is (n’,k*) and I cs s k, then G has an induced s&graph 
ich is ((ta - s)+,(k - s)*) 
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a b 
Fig. 2. A 2exmxted graph G with G - (a. hf also 2-conncckd. 
Proof, Since the statement is obvious if G is complete, assume G # K. + ,. Sti ppose 
G is (n *, k *), and iet T = I&,. . ., uk + } be a vertex set with exactly k + 1 elements 
such that G - T is at least (n - k )-connected. (Such a set exists because G is not 
(k + l)-critical. G .- T may have connectivity greater than n - k as, for example, in 
Fig. 2 where G is (2*, 1*) and G -’ {a, b} is 2-connected.) Selecting any subset S of T 
with s elements, 1 s s s k, G - S will be ((n - s)*,(k - s)*). 
Corollary 2.4. If CJ g k s [f n J , than there is a graph G which is (n *, k *). 
Let us point out a specific (n*, k*) graph for each k < LhnJ, Let G(n,j) be K, 
with j mutually non-incident edges removed, 1 s j =z 11 n J . (Tha G (24 n ) is just 
CL as defined earlier.) We show that G(n, j) is the smallest ((n - 2)*.u - l)*) 
graph in the sense that no graph with fewer vertices is ((n - 2)*, (j - l)*) and, up to 
isomorphism, it is the only such graph on n vertices. 
Clearly G(n,j) is (n -2)*-connected. If T c V(G) and 1 < / T! 5: j - 1, then 
G - T contains at least one pair of non-adjacent vertices, and any separating set of 
G - T must contain all but two elements in \‘(G - T). Thus G is (i - l)-critical. 
Let f g V(G) contain e:uactfy one vertex from each of the j pairs of non-adjacent 
vertices in G. Since G --J = fi,,., has connectivity n -j - 1, G is not j-critical. 
Thus G(rt, j) is ((n - 2)*, (i - l)*). 
The oniy (n &2)-connected graph on fewer than n vertices is K, _, which is 
(n - 2)critical. Let H be a graph with n vertices. If the minimum degree of H, 
denoted 6(H), is rl - 1, then H = K, is not (n - 2)*-cannected. If S(H) d n - 3. 
then X(H) c n - 3 < n - 2. Finally, if S(H) = II - 2, then H = G (n I) for some 1. 
As WCS have shown, if H is (j -- 1)’ critical, then we must have I = j. Thus G(n, j) is 
ths only ((n - 2)*, (j - l)*) graph with n vertices. 
A well-known resuIt of Menger fcT] states: The minimum number of oerrices 
q&zra$bng two non-adjacent vertices u and v in graph G equals the maximum 
number ofdisj0inr ia - t’ p&s in G. Using this one proves Whitney’s theorem [7]: A 
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graph G is n-connected if and only if for every pair of vertices u and v there are at 
least n vertex disjoint u - v paths in G. 
An n-ml in S is a subset of S with exactly n elements, and an n-cutsct in V(G) is 
an wset in V(G) whose removal disconnects graph G. We will let Po(u, .v), or 
simply P(r(r, L!), denote a u - v path in G. If U = {u,, . . ., u,) is an n-set in V(G) 
and v is a vertex in G - U, then a v - U fan is a collection of paths 
P(v, u,), . l *, P(tl, u,) for which P(v, ui j f7 P (v, u,) = (v), I c i <: j s n. Another 
characterization of n-connected graphs (whose easy proof we omit) is: graph G with 
1 V(G)/ B n + 1 is n-connected if and only if for every (n t 1)ser in V(G), 
{v* UI,. - ., u,,), there exists a v - {u,, . . ., u,} fan in G. 
The theorems of this section handle some instances of, and were the motivation 
for, a conjecture made by olne of the authors. 
Conjecture 3.1 @later). There exists an (n*, k *) graph G if and ,only if 
(1) fsk s [ini, or 
(21 k = n and C = Kel. 
We note here that Golds.mith obtained an independent proof of Theorem 3.2, 
and his proof was subsequently considerably shortened by Bollobas. The original 
proof of Theorem 3.2 is presented here, and a (rather long) proof using a related 
anafvsis was Iobtained for Theorem 3.5. The method of proof presented here for 
Theorem 3.5 was suggested by Thomassen, and, for this and other comments, we 
wish to thank; him. 
Using Proposition 2.3, in order to show that there does not exist a (n *, (M - I)*) 
graph for n 3 3, it suffices to show that there does not exist a (3*, 27 graph. In fact, 
one can show more than this. 
Tkorem 3.2. In any 3*-connected graph G, with GZ K4, there are two adjacent 
vertices, u and v, for which G - {u, J,) is 2-connected. 
Proof. Let jffa, b, c) be the number of vertices in the smallest component of 
G - (a, 6, c}. Select vertices al, bt, and ct such that a, and bI are adjacent, and 
f(a,, br. cl9 s f(a2, bt, ~9 whenever a z and hz are t djacent. Let B denote a 
component of G - {a,, bl, cl) with 1 B J = f(al, bt, cl). 
Assume f(ag, b,, c19= 1I3 { gp - 4, where G has p vertices. That is, assume 
’ G - {ai, 6,) is not 2-connected. Because (a,, b,} is not a cutset, -3ne can select 9 E B 
2 with 9 adjacent to cl. Suppotz there is a 3-cutset K which extends (9, cl), say 
K = (9, CI,~).. Clearly xe B CJ(er, b,) or else f(9,cr,%)< f(al, b,, cl). Suppose 
xrS B U$al, Is,}. Each vertex v in G - (Q~, bl, el,9,x) has a v - {a,;b,, ct} fan ,in G, 
say PCv, ut), P(v, bJ and P(v, ci). With 9 E I3 and x& B, at most oneof 9 and x can 
be a vertex in P(v, ar) u f(v, bz). Thus v is connected in G - K to ai and by via 
P(v, a89 or B’(v, b,). But this implies that K is not a cutset. That is, G - (q, cr) is 
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Corohry 3.3. If n 3 3 then rhere dms not exist Q (M*, (n -- I)*) graph. 
Again using Proposition 2.3, in order to show that there does not exist a 
(II*, (II - 2)*) graph for n 3 5, it suffices to show that there does not exist a (S*, 3*) 
graph., 
Theorem 3.4 (Emringer and Stater [2]). In uny critically 3-connected graph there 
are at least two uerkes of degree three. 
Thewem 3.5. There dc>es not exist a (5 *, 3 *) graph. 
Proof. Suppose G is a (5*, 3*) graph. Let x and y be any two vertices of G. Since 
G -{x, y} is critically 3+onnected, it contains two vertices of degree three. Hence 
our first observation is that for arty two verrices x and y of G there are two vertices 
of degree five, each of which is adjacent to both x and y. 
Assume x is a vertex of degree five and is adjacent to x1, x2, x3, xs and x5 where 
x1, X2 and xX induce a K3 in G. Note that bf ti is any other vertex, then each of the 
five paths in the w to {x,, x2, x~, x4, xs) fan cannot contain x. But from this it follows 
tht no 5-cutset can contain {x,x4,ns}, and this contradicts the fact that G is 
3-critical. Hence our second observation is that for any vertex x of degree five, no 
three of the vertices adjacent to x can induce a K,. 
Select vertex x1 of degree five, and let y be any other vertex. By the first 
observation there is a vertex x2 of degree five adjacent to xl. Applying the first 
observation to xl and x2, one obtains vertex x3 of degree five adjacent to x1 and x2. 
Let (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} = 7’ be a 5-cutset, and let H and K be components of G - T. 
Note that by the second observation, each (of H and K contains more than one 
vertex. Let yH and yK be vertices of H and K, respectively, adjacent to xl. If xl is 
adjacent io two vertices of K then, applying the first observation to x1 and yH, one 
sees that x2 and x3 must be the vertices of degree five adjacent to x1 and ,y~. Hence 
three vertices adjacent to x1 induce a K 3, and this would conrradict the second 
observation. 
By symmetry, we can conclude that each of x ,, _xl and x3 is adjacent to exactly 
one vertex of H. Applying the first observation to x1 and yH7 yH is adjacent to at 
least me of y2 and x3, say x2. NQW yH is also the unique vertex of H adjacent o x2. 
This implies that {yH, x3, x4, xs) is a cutset, and we have reached a contradiction. 
CoroUary 3.6. If b 2 5, then there does not exisr a (n +. (n - 2)*) graph. 
W. Mader (personal communication, 1976) has informed us that, as further 
support of tbe conjecture, he has proven the following. 
Thearem 3.7. If n --’ Z- 7, then there daes mot exist a (n *, (n - 3)*) graph. 
pjo aq3 I[a 03 waejpe 'xaim 
ayn CUOJJ paU!eJqo aq UC3 
10,x *4y83!3!53 aq3 assam! .xanau [Ilrn s!q;l 3eq3 SMO~C 3lnsar 3xau a113 'J~A~MOH *ff 
II! xaw~ 1(ma 03 3uaaejpe o aysw 03 s! (Q uo!3!puo~ Qs!res a3 Aehh aldturs au0 
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Proof. By condition (3) of Proposition 4.1, u must be adjacent to both vertices in 
each non-adjacent pair in G2s+l, that is, to every vertex. But then condition (2) of 
Theorem 4.2 is violated. 
If the GZn+2 were the only ((Zn)*, n*) graphs, then Conjecture 3.1 would be true. 
However, there are other ((L?n)*, n*) graphs, for example, graph F of Fig. 1. 
Carollary 4.3 does at feast suggest the following method to prove the conjecture. 
(a) Characterize all ((2n )*, it *) graphs. 
(b) Use Theorem 4.2 to show that no ((2n )*, n *) graph can be augmented to a 
((20 + l)*, (n + I)*) graph. 
Part (a) appears to MS to be interesting in its own right. 
We present one mare procedure for producing new k-critical graphs from 
relatively smaller graphs with a smaller criticality. Again, an easy proof is omitted. 
Pmpositkm 4.4. LPI G be a (n l , k *) graph with p vertices, and let H be any 
disconnected graph with p - n vertices. The @in G +- H is @*, (k + I)“). 
Obviously the process can be iterated, and 1 V(G)/ - n = 1 V(G +- H)I - p so we 
may use the same H each time. Thus G + &,H = {((G + MI) -t Hz) + - q - + If, _ ,) + If, 
is ((n f j@ - n))*,(k + j)*) where H, = H, 1 si Z-G j. For instance, if G = H = &, 
then we get that &+X,& = G2,+2 is ((2j)*,j*), as before. Note that the join 
construction preserves the property k s iin f . 
Finally, let L(G) denote the line graph of G, as in (3, p. 711. We claim that L(k-.) 
is ((2rr - 4)*, 2’) for n * 3& While a direct proof is not difficult, a proof is mo:;t 
naturally presented in a discussion of “multiple minimality” of n-edge-connected 
graphs, a subject we plan to report on in a Latter paper [S]. We mention L(K) here 
because f V(t(K, ))f/(2n - 4) > 2 when n * 7. Thus the following conjecture in (4) 
is false. 
F&e eoajecture: If G is n-connected and the integer m s ( V(G)J/n, then there 
exists an m-set of vertices V’ such that (V’) is connected and G - V’ is 
(n - I)-connected. 
Let C denote the square of the cycle C,, that is, Cf has the same vertex set as C,, 
and two vertices are adjacent if and only if the distance between them in C, is at 
most two. As pointed out to us by Woodall (personal communication, 1976), if 
t s 6 then Cf is (4*, 29. Hence we hqve an infinite set of (4*, 27 graphs, and 
whenever r ;a&8 we also have a counterexampie to this conjecture. 
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